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Press Release – issued on 7th January 2016

St. Andrews based angel syndicate completes 2015 on a high.
The EOS Technology Investment Syndicate (“EOS”) completed its first full year by completing its fourth deal
in late December. This was a £77,000 SEIS investment in a London based start-up called Findie
www.findie.me .

The EOS Technology Investment Syndicate is managed by EOS Syndicate Management Limited which is
a not for profit company limited by guarantee, registered in Scotland with company number SC478867,
having its registered office at Kinburn Castle, Doubledykes Road, St Andrews, KY16 9DR

Findie is dedicated to discovering and showcasing the best cinematic videos and their creators. Their site
contains the world’s biggest curated collection of short-form (30 seconds to 30 minutes) cinematic quality
video. It is free for users to register and watch, and is specifically designed for the mobile generation. In
addition to watching at home online, you can watch these videos on your smartphone or tablet when you
have a few minutes commuting to work, waiting at the airport etc. Findie is based in London with a
dedicated development team in Bucharest, Romania, and an outstanding group of global advisors.
Findie’s Founder and CEO, Paul Cary, said;
“We are delighted to have the support and backing of EOS who quickly recognised the tremendous potential
Findie has in establishing a new global media channel for the mobile generation to view cinematic quality
video. EOS made the whole investment process simple and straightforward and completed the deal within 6
weeks from our initial approach.”
Founder and Gatekeeper of EOS, Kevin Grainger, said;
“We were hugely impressed by Paul and his team, and with what they have achieved in such a short space
of time with so few resources and funding. We believe Findie has the potential to become a global success
given the quality of its content and the way it meets a growing demand for user centric, mobile
consumption of video. It allows users to watch what they want, when they want and where they want. EOS
looks forward to helping Findie succeed on that global stage.”
Thorntons Law LLP advised EOS in this transaction and produced an amazingly quick and professional
service in taking the deal to completion within less than 6 weeks of EOS and Findie’s initial meeting.
This deal concludes a great first full year in 2015 for EOS. Kevin explained that out of over 120 businesses
who applied for funding, 18 were shortlisted to pitch at EOS’s 6 meetings during the year. EOS made 7
investment offers of which 4 completed:





Digital Sports Arena ( www.digitalsportsarena.com )
Alfacyte ( www.alfacyte.com )
Chromacity (www.chromacitylasers.com )
Findie ( www.findie.me )

In total these 4 EOS led investments secured just over £1.3m for the investee companies. This was broken
down into:





£682k of angel money from EOS and co-investing syndicates (Equity Gap, Kelvin, Investing Women)
£33k of investee company management money
£388k of Scottish Investment Bank matched funding co-investment
£200k of Scottish Enterprise SMART awards.

Kevin commented that EOS is looking forward to an equally successful 2016 with a series of very high
quality pitches scheduled.
Note for editors:
St. Andrews based EOS Technology Investment Syndicate is an entrepreneurial led group of private angel
investors who meet on a regular basis to review exciting new investment opportunities. EOS is specifically
focused on providing ‘seed funding’ to start-up, or early stage, science and technology businesses operating
in a range of sectors such as software, renewables, bio-medical, oil and gas, marine, etc.
Gatekeeper Kevin Grainger notes that the high risks of angel investing in such early stage businesses are
heavily mitigated by the HMRC’s Seed Enterprise Investment Scheme which offers private investors
significant tax benefits in such investments.
EOS welcomes new angel investors and anyone interested in joining should contact Kevin Grainger at
kevin@eos-tech-investors.com

